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EDITORIAL

Most manufacturers, engineers and 
industrialists need, at some time, 
support from elsewhere. There is no 
doubt that Harry Ferguson’s greatest 
backer was his w ife , Maureen. 
However, our cover shows another 
person crucial to the Ferguson story, 
Thomas McGregor Greer. His 
contribution was one which eludes the 
vast majority of men -  the ability to see 
another's worth and the magnanimity to 
do something about it. His place on the 
cover is small recognition of his role in 
backing Harry Ferguson when he 
needed it most. There a re , even 
today, many who delight in disparaging 
Harry Ferguson just as there were 
those who tried to destroy Graham Bell 
and his telephone, and no doubt most 
other men of genius and character.

This negative and destructive 
attitude to new ideas and their 
progenitors was well noted by a 
journalist in the Farm Implement News, 
July 1939. On seeing the new Ford 9N 
working he was astounded that no 
manufacturer had seen the significance

of the Ferguson development long 
before. A few years later it must have 
been an extraordiniary trial for 
Ferguson to have had to stand in the 
witness box for three months to defend 
himself before those who wished to 
deny him his own life’s purpose.

Turning to our Club affairs, I am 
delighted to report that we have far 
exceeded our target for this year. 
Membership now stands at 350. 
Further, after taking legal advice the 
formation of a 'Company limited by 
guarantee’ is in hand and should be 
completed before the year’s end. This 
will enable you all to participate and 
organise events without personal 
liability. There have been two small 
events this autumn (informal gatherings 
of members) which we hope will s ft a 
precedent for other areas to follow. So 
let’s hear from you out there about your 
ideas for the coming year.

The Club needs more area 
representatives so if any of you are 
willing to have a go in your' area please 
contact us as soon as possible.
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COVER STORY
THOMAS MCGREGOR GREER AND THE NO. 1 TRACTOR

Leslie Hutchison, Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland.

Those of us who have been fortunate 
enough to visit the Massey Ferguson 
museum, may well have admired the 
1936 Type A , on display there.

Most of us know by now. that these 
tractors were manufactured by David 
Brown of Yorkshire. The example on 
display is of particular significance, as 
it was the first one built, and thus 
carries the serial number 1. From the 
Harry Ferguson sales records for 
Northern Ireland (a copy of which exists 
at Greenmount Agricultural College, 
Antrim), we know that this tractor and 
its implements arrived in Belfast on the 
21st April, 1936. They were used 
throughout the year for demonstration 
and show purposes.

One of these early demonstrations 
was held at Andersonstown and 
attended by a number of prominent 
figures. An accouont of this appeared 
In The Northern Whig and Belfast Post. 
Tuesday 26th May. 1936. On 12th 
January, 1937, No. 1 tractor plough 
and general cultivator were sold to Mr. 
Thomas McGregor Greer, Tullylagen 
Manor, near Cookstown, Co. Tyrone, 
whose association with Harry Ferguson 
went back to the early years of this 
century.

Thomas McGregor Greer was the 
only son of Thomas Greer, M.P.  , 
F . R . G . S . of Grove House, Regents 
Park, London and Sea Park, 
Carrickfergus, Northern Ireland. In 
1898 he inherited the lease of 
Tullylagen Manor. When asked his 
occupation for the parish records he 
replied. "Gentleman."

Greer's many varied interests 
included wood-carving. photography, 
gardening and last but not least the 
motor-car. He became the first man to 
drive a car, a De Dion Bouton, through

the famous wide main street of 
Cookstown. Subsequently Greer 
purchased another ca r. From local 
legend I believe this was a Vauxhall. a 
make at that time gaining a reputation 
for fa s t, well built ca rs . However, 
Greer’s later acquistion would not 
perform to his satisfaction and attempts 
to remedy the situation failed. Greer 
had heard about a young machanic 
called Harry Ferguson, who was 
supposed to 'have a way with engines’ . 
So the young Ferguson was summoned 
to Tullylagen. His success with engines 
impressed Greer to such an extent that 
Ferguson was asked to service all cars 
at Tullylagen from then on .

When Harry was required to stay 
overnight he slept above the harness 
room. In winter the only heat was from 
the iron chimney pipe which passed 
vertically through the room from the 
stove below. The well-being of the 
harness was probably the prime 
consideration!

When Ferguson started his own 
garage. Greer was a major financial 
backer. As a local observed at the 
time, "when Harry Ferguson came to 
Tullylagen he slept In the farm 
buildings, before he left he was 
sleeping in the Manor House!"

Greer also shared Ferguson!s 
enthusiasm for mechanized farming. A 
field at Tullylagen (well away from 
public gaze), was made available to 
Ferguson for testing the various 
designs. During these tests. Ferguson 
used the services of a neighbouring 
farmer. called Joe Warnock. Driving a 
tractor was not a totally new 
experience for Joe. as he had been 
taught to drive a car by Greer’s 
chauffeur. These lessons took place in
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No. 1 Model A Tractor at M -F Museum. Photograph courtesy o f Massey Ferguson.

the farm yard using the De Dion when 
the master was aw ay.

When demonstrations were given to 
the public, Joe Warnock would drive 
the tractor while Ferguson addressed 
the spectators. Should a mechanical 
failure occur, Ferguson would 
automatically blame the operator. not 
the machine! No matter what Harry 
Ferguson said Joe Warnock would 
never answer back. The reason being 
that Ferguson paid him a bonus to take 
such blame, thus sparing the machine 
and Harry, any public embarrassment.

To return to 1937 and Tullylagen, 
the farm manager at the time was 
called Jim Scott. Years later he 
recalled the tractor and plough’s arrival 
on the estate. "It was an understood 
arrangement between Harry Ferguson 
and Mr. Greer, that the very first 
production tractor and plough would be

sold to no-one else other than Thomas 
McGregor Greer. M r. Greer wanted to 
secure his place in history as the owner 
of the first tractor and plough built for 
the hydraulic system". Jim Scott further 
recalled that Greer did not like steel 
wheels so pneumatics were very soon 
fitted. Also he was concerned that 
there was no protection for the driver 
from the rear wheels. This probably 
explains those unique mudguards which 
are still present on No. 1 to this day .

As rumours of impending war 
began, the tractor was used to haul 
trailers filled with stones and rocks to 
certain locations on the surrounding 
roads. Here they were unloaded and 
concealed behind the hedgerows, the 
idea being that should the enemy 
invade, Greer’s men would use these to 
build roadblocks and thereby hinder the 
progress of enemy vehicles.
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On 9th June, 1941 Thomas
McGregor Greer died at Tullylagen 
Manor. At his own request his coffin 
was placed on a haycart, covered with 
red carpet and pulled by an Austin car 
sent from Harry Ferguson’s garage in 
Belfast. Jim Scott was the driver. The 
funeral cortege made its way to the 
nearby Desertcreat Parish Church.
Harry Ferguson who was in the 
U . S . A . at the time was represented 
by Mr. Joe Thompson, who along with 
Hugh Reid was to form in 1959. 
Thompson-Reid L td .

After World War II the tractor and 
plough were sold. A friend of Joe 
Warnock’s, Mr. Lynch, purchased the 
tractor and it spent the next few years 
in the Coalisland area. It was
subsequently sold back to Harry 
Ferguson who, I believe, part- 
exchanged it for a reconditioned 
Ford/Ferguson.

As regards the No 1 plough this 
was advertised in a local newspaper, 
The Mid-Ulster Mail, during the spring 
of 1947. The buyer was Mr. William 
Gibson who fa rm ^  near the village of 
Coagh. The price paid was £25, for 
which he also got the original top-link 
into the bargain. The plough was 
collected the followinig day by his son, 
Sandy.

It was with Sandy Gibson's help that 
I acquired the plough during March 
1980. Other than requiring a few minor 
repairs it is in much the same condition 
as it was in 1936.

At present Tullylagen Manor is 
undergoing a major restoration 
programme. Soon the house and the 
farmyard will look as they did in 
McGregor Greer’s day including the 
room where Harry Ferguson slept. The 
new owner, Mr. Raymond Trukington, 
intends to see that it is preserved.

LANDSMAN'S
BOOKSHOP

FERGUSON AND M.F. (and other makes)
I & T Technical Publications, workshop manuals. 

Landsmans Bookshop Ltd., Buckenhill, Bromyard, Herefordshire. 
Tel: 0885 83420.

FERGUSON SPRING GATHERING
North Ings Farm, Dorrington Fen,

Near Sleaford, Linos.

MAY 21st 1989
Contact -  Stuart Ogden 0529 -  60094
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As is well known Harry Ferguson 
was insistent that safety of farm 
machinery should be built-in and he had 
a very clear understanding of how 
accidents happened and what could and 
should be done to reduce them. I raise 
the subject because of the ongoing 
controversy over hydraulic control 
levers.

Ferguson was adamant that one 
lever was the maximum required to 
avoid operator confusion and he stuck 
to this in spite of the practical need for 
a 'position' control service. If a fixed 
position was needed for a Ferguson 
implement it was achieved either by a 
lift lock (e.g.  buckrake) or by a top link 
rack and chain (e.g.  mower).

However. to many including the 
Ford engineers in the mid 1940s this 
was not really satisfactory and they 
designed a cam operated position 
control service using a small lever under 
the seat to select draught (draft) and 
position control. I think this was a good 
solution and did not significantly 
complicate the operators
understanding. I am sure Ferguson did 
not agree for he would have said 
(rightly, in some cases) that the wrong 
service could be selected for the job in 
hand.

I shudder to imagine what he would 
have said when M . F . introduced 
'Pressure Control’ with 100 series 
tractors. Here I am sure that if Harry 
Ferguson had been alive he would have 
been appalled at the position and 
draught quadrants operating in 
REVERSE DIRECTIONS. I have been 
driving these tractors regularly since

1965 and I still think this Is dangerous. 
To make matters worse. 100 series 
tractors without 'Pressure Control’ had 
the position quadrant operating in the 
usual way so on farms with both 
tractors, confusion in one’s reactions 
was virtually guaranteed. Harry 
Ferguson would never have consented 
to it!

(Note: various position control
devices were made for TEE20 and 9Ns 
including one by Ferguson for use with 
the Ferguson Earth Mover. We will 
cover these in due course.)

”7^  L.U,k
★  ★  ★

The demise of Ransomes Sims and 
Jefferies following their take-over by a 
Scandinavian firm is a further sad 
reflection of the state of agricultural 
engineering in Britain. While there is a 
continuous stream of new ideas coming 
from Britain’s farms and many 
innovative, small to medium sized 
companies here, It seems that we have 
lost virtually all of the big names of the 
past as independent manufacturers. 
Bamfords. Ransomes, Fowler, 
Albion. Nicholsons. David Brown to 
name a few , have gone. When 
Ferguson was trying to get established 
he was blown off course by Ford 
ceasing production of the Model F in 
1928. With small and medium tractor 
production now virtually ceased in the 
U . S . by Ford and others, are we 
about to see a repeat of those times 
again? ^  ^  ^
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I’ve heard many claims for the 
Ferguson System but never that "the 
three point linkage undoubtedly saved 
what is left of the hedges of England” 
So said John and Sally Seymour in their 
book Self-Sufficiency \ After explaining 
that Harry Ferguson "revolutionized 
tractor work” they went on to express 
the view that the difficulty of operating 
trailed equipment was intolerable in 
small spaces and thus we all bulldozed 
our hedges until the Ferguson System 
came to the rescue.

In fact, hedge removal came about 
mainly during the 1960s and 1970s

when most tractors had three point 
linkage. I believe it is also true to say 
that field enlargement and reduction 
have occurred in previous centuries for 
reasons of agricultural practice and 
techniques prevailing.

The pressure against hedges has 
now declined to some degree but 
modern farming could not be carried on 
with the field size and boundaries of the 
1930s, regardless of the three point 
linkage.

•k "k -k
Seen in Queensland, Australia -  For 
sale, "Fordson” TE20 -  $450!!

CLARK SERVICES
Reconditioning of auto electrical equipment. 

starters, alternators, dynamos e tc . , 
vintage and modern.

Also sand and bead blasting service.

Unit C 4 , Rosehill Industrial Estate 
Tern Hill, Market Drayton 

Shropshire.
Tel: (Office) Tern Hill 8853 (Home) Tern Hill 517

FERGUSON
M . F . and Ford tractor spares

G . A . C .  Spares
30 Spalding Road, Deeping S t. James 

Peterborough, PE6 8NG
Tel: 0778 346224 or 343233
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Ferguson

W orldw ide

MEMBERS LETTERS

Dear Sir
Recently a copy of Triple 

Triangle was passed to me by my local 
Massey-Ferguson dealers here in N.Z.  
with the advice to read the section 
relating to the formation of a 'Fergy’ 
club -  this Is of great interest to me as 
our family have always used Ferguson 
& Massey Ferguson tractors on our 
small (100 acre) dairy farm on the 
Taieri Plain just south of Dunedin. South 
Island, New Zealand.

I am the newsletter editor for a 
vintage machinery club here, and have 
a small collection of vintage tractors 
and machinery including 1937 Farmall 
F12, 1941 Farmall H. 19495 Farmall 
M. 1951 Massey Harris 744D, 1898 
Clayton & Shuttleworth threshing mill. 
Allis Chalmers G . Caterpillar 22, 
Bamford 7RTC tractor mower, and of 
course, a GREY FERGY (TEA 38249) I 
have some Fergy equipment, a plough, 
hydraulic d iscs. posthole borer, 
sawbench, jack, and a 12ft long 
djtcher made for Fergys by the local 
agents in the 1950s.

I also iiave a small number of 
stationary engines, 1912 Little Jumbo 
(made in Saginaw USA), 1920 Austral 
Kero (made by Rondlason & Tiippet 
Aust), 19920 New Auto (made by 
Masport N . Z .), & Lister 2 .5  hp .

Virtually all the above are 
restored and are taken to A&P shows, 
ploughing matches. e tc .

With the recent downturn in 
farming making small farms like mine 
uneconomic. I have turned to restoring 
& painting tractors and machinery for

others, including some trade-in 
machinery for the local M-F dealer.

I am interested in learning more 
about the Fergy club, and although I 
cannot share in your meetings, rallies, 
etc, 1 would be keen to join if only to 
receive the club's newsletter.

Possibly you may be able to 
help me with one thing -  1 cannot find 
anyone out here who can supply the 
original 'Ferguson' transfers for the 
bonnet of my TEA, 1 wrote to Banner 
Lane some 2 or 3 years ago but did not 
get a reply. Is there a firm over there 
who makes them???

By the way.  my main 
'farm’tractors are a M-F 165 and a M-F 
35 3cyl diesel which is fitted with an 
excellent frontend loader designed and 
built for the first grey & gold 35s by the 
late Bill Hamilton -  the chap who 
invented the famous 'Hamilton' jet boat. 
My loader has seen 31 years of 
continuous service now on 2 different 
35s and is still going strong -  a tribute 
to Bill Hamilton’s skill.

Best of luck with the club.
Yours forever Fergys,
Neil Gamble

Miller Road
R . D . 1. Outram
Otago.
NEW ZEALAND

ED. note: We are hoping to find a 
source o f transfers.

8
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The Elegant Solution
John Baber (from

Herefordshire U .K .)  struck up
correspondence with Club member Tom
Rae from Melbourne, Australia. Tom. 
obviously a Ferguson Club man through 
and through was born in Scotland, 
worked as a ploughman for 12 years 
after school and then returned to study 
mechanical engineering before
emigrating to work as a design engineer 
for Caterpillar, Ford and others in 
Australia.

Tom also enquired about the 
early Ferguson trailer hitches. M/e will 
be featuring these hitches in an article 
soon. The whole story will be revealed 
starting in 1940 with the little known 
developments in the U .S . A.

Tom Rae's letter continues:
Thank you for sending the 

Ferguson Plough Manual. ]t is 
something I used to own way back in 
the 60s and it means a lot to me to be 
able to look at it and browse through it 
again. This Is mainly because 
Ferguson's excellence was all pervading 
in my opinion. His intruction books are 
the best possible examples of clarity 
and simplicity. This, 1 believe, was in 
keeping with the philosophy of the 
man, i . e . nothing but the best would 
d o .

The above statement is not 
sufficient in itself because 1 don’t think it 
covers what we used to call in our 
engineering faculity in Glasgow The 
Elegant Solution’ . Ferguson knew what 
an 'Elegant Solution’ was and he must 
have been able to recognise one very 
quickly when Sands. Greer or 
Chambers presented him with 
possible solutions to problems of 
design.

The 'elegance’ in the Ferguson 
designs is so strong tha t, to me and I’m 
sure many others. a piece of equipment 
never seen before, can easily be 
recognised as a ’Ferguson’ machine or a 
Ferguson part.

This was a phenomenal 
achievement and has been an 
inspiration to me in the many design 
projects I have undertaken in my 
career. As an engineer I know that 
many of his implement parts could have 
been fabricated much more cheaply and 
with much less costly tooling. The 
Ferguson expenditure on tooling must 
have been phenomenal. However, it is 
clear that the beauty of the design was 
all important and cheaper alternative 
methods must have been rejected in 
favour of achieving that symmetry and 
beauty he so passionately believed in .

In my opinion very few 
engineers had this ability. To mention 
only two British companies who 
exhibited this flair, there was obviously 
Rolls Royce and also Norton 
Motorcycles, the latter in the 30s and 
40s being much dominated by Joe 
Craig, an outstanding design engineer.

I don’t think Henry Ford, for 
instance, had this ability to the same 
extent that Ferguson had. Ford was 
obviously very successful as a 
businessman and entrepreneur but to 
me he never showed the flair that 
Ferguson d id .

Ferguson built the Ideal 
Machine in the Ideal Company or the 
Ideal Engineering/Production/QuaHty 
Control/Marketing Organisation. Today 
in Australia nearly every company is 
concerned about the onslaught of 
Japanese technology and the damage 
that is being done to our traditional 
(inefficient) sales/accountant orientated 
businesses.

There is much talk of adopting 
’TQC’ (Total Quality Control) and 
'Commitment to Excellence’ philosophies 
as preached by Deeming who has
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studied Japanese methods. Millions of 
dollars is being spent on courses and 
lectures to try to get the message 
across to the businessman of today that 
we have to rediscover quality if we are 
to survive against the Japanese. I 
believe that Ferguson. 60 years ago, 
had all these tenets ingrained totally 
within him and the result was the mighty 
Ferguson Company. I think if 
governments and companies had 
listened and learned from him (and 
others like him) in the Western world we 
would not be in a position where we 
fear the Japanese industrial might so 
much.

Anyway, having given you my 
thoughts on Ferguson, let me close by 
thanking you very much for the Club 
badge which you sent to me. It will be 
much treasured. Finally. in answer to 
your query about the video tape, I sent 
It back to Keith Oltrogge because it was 
incomaptible with the Australian system 
but I’d love to get a translation when it 
can be arranged.

Many thanks for your kindness
Yours sincerely
T Rae

Dear Sir
Just recently I bought a grey 

1952 Ferguson. It appears as good as 
ever and works well.

I read about the Ferguson Club 
on the 'Triple Triangle’ magazine. I 
would like to hear more details about the 
Ferguson Club because there are many 
TE20s that I know of in my area.

Some parts can still be 
obtained for 'old stock’ that the Israel 
Motor Company has if that can be of 
any use to other Club members.

I am using my tractor on the 
farm and I also use it to drive in rough 
areas because, as you know, it runs 
faster than any other tractor (M . F . 240 
for instance). It will take on any other 
tractor at drag racing!

Have a happy and successful 
New year at the Ferguson Club!

Waiting to hear from you soon,
Faithfully yours,
M r. Ofir Nahari

Hereu La Et 37 
Emek Hefer 38860 
Israel

ED. note: Sounds like Mr. Nahari’s TE 
has been 'souped up'!!

Dear Sir
I read with interest the article in 

Home Farm N o .75, page 58, on the 
Ferguson Club.

I and my family have a small 
farm here in France -  organic, 15 
acres, part livestock and hopefully part 
cereal and greens for the livestock, as 
well as deep bed gardens for 'self- 
sufficient' supplies.

I have just bought a Ferguson 
TEA20 petrol engine in good working 
order but poor condition, first date of 
circulation April 1955.

I have the original manual in 
perfect condition but in French, and 
would prefer a manual in English. I fall a 
long way short of being a mechanic of 
any kind in English, never mind in 
French.

Your assistance would be 
appreciated,

Yours sincerely
Francis Degnan

La Feme La Charviere,
St. Priest-en-Murat,
03390 Montmarault,
France.

See page 21 for manuals

10
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JE N K IN S  ENTERPRISES

P is ton s  and  line rs  fo r F e rg u so n s  T E F 2 0  to  188, In te rn a tio n a l B 25 0  to  D 886 , Le y la n d  and 
N u ffie ld  from  U n ive rsa l to  6.98. Land  R o ve rs  and m an y o th e rs  a ll at a ttra c tiv e  p rices . W h y  
no ask  fo r  a qu o te . If its  p is to n  rin gs  w e  su re ly  have th e m . If not w e  c a n  m ake  th e m , le tte rs  
o n ly  p le a s e  fo r a ll p is ton  ring en qu irie s .

Jenkins Enterprises, Oklahoma, Penfarn, Carmarthen, Dyfed.
Tel: 0267 236895.

Mr. Robert Pick’s TEF20 
and home made link box

11
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FERGUSON PLOUGHS:
Their Development of Types 1 9 1 7 - 6 4

b y  John Baber

In this third feature article John Baber 
traces the history o f Ferguson ploughs 
from 1939 to the 1960s. 
Acknowledgement to Colin Frazer's 
book 'Henry Ferguson'
Arthur Battelle Fordson Magazine of 
Pro. E.P Neufeld’s 'A Global 
Corporation’ .

In January 1939 the great
partnership between Harry Ferguson 
and Henry Ford began. It is remakable 
to recall that by April 1939 the first 
prototypes of a new Ferguson System 
tractor were being tested and that by 
June the Ford-Ferguson 9N was
launched to the public. At the same 
time the old Ferguson Sherman link was 
re-established with financial assistance 
from Ford. This new Ferguson/
Sherman Corporation marketed the 9N 
tractor and also manufactured the 
implements for i t .

The principle implement w as, 
of course, the 2 furrow plough (2 
bottom plow to our North American 
readers). The design followed the 
English B ' type except for the increase 
in under-beam clearance to 22” . 
However there were several minor 
differences worth noting. The beams 
were more slender in appearance and 
had a revised fixing for the cross shaft 
with the ’U’ bolts actually passing 
through the beam itself. The head- 
stock on early production ploughs was 
cast in two pieces with a slightly curved 
section to the vertical and inclined 
struts. On later ploughs the inclined 
struts were separate and flat in section 
as they had been on th B ’ type. The 
B ’s curve plate behind the top link pin 
was omitted. Coulter stems were 
mounted in recesses cast into the 
beams with an eye bolt to clamp them in 
place.

Other minor changes affected 
the coulter assemblies and the furrow 
wheel (rolling landslide). The two small 
brace bolts on the B ’s coulter forks 
were omitted and the furrow wheel 
mounting bracket, after first appearing 
as the English design, later came with 
the hanging clevis that both limited up 
and down movement and anchored the 
flat spring. (Early type design is shown 
in the exploded diagram). To allow for 
the use of the Ferguson spanner to 
assist in turning the cross shaft two 
flats were machined at each end 
instead of one central one. Turning of 
the top link pin was prevented by two 
cast protrusions that engaged the lynch 
pin.

Various changes were made 
during the War years. These appear to 
be mainly concerned with strength using 
a more robust saddle to carry the 
mouldboards and heavier beams without 
the holes in the forward ends. The 
word 'Ford' was stamped where the 
holes had been. It is interesting to note 
one aspect common to all Ferguson 
ploughs from 1936 to the late 1950s 
and that is the angle of the cross shaft 
in relation to the beams. It is not quite 
at right angles but slightly advanced on 
the right hand side. Likewise the disc 
coulters are set to slightly undercut the 
furrow w all.

In due course there were six 
American ploughs. They were:-

The lOH. 2 furrow 10" with a 
base similar to a Scotch or lea type

The 3IOH 3 Furrow 10" with a 
base similar to a Scotch or lea type

The 12A 2 furrow 12" general 
purpose base

The 12B 2 rurrow 12" semi
digger

12
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The 14A 2 furrow 14" general
purpose

The 16A 1 furrow 16" digger 
base with slip nose share.

The 9N was launched to the 
worlds press and several hundred 
invited guests from eighteen countries 
on 29th June 1939 at Dearborn. To 
demonstrate the ease with which the 
tractor and plough could be handled, an 
eight year old boy. David McClaren, 
drove around before the assembled 
company. The following September at 
New York’s World Fair daily 
demonstrations were given of the 9N 
and plough.

During 1939/40 a tractor plus 
implements were sent to the U . K . to 
demonstrate the ’System’ and gain 
publicity. Ferguson’s main objective 
w as. however, to persuade Ford 
Motor C o . at Dagenham to produce the 
9N . Ford U . K . management was 
independant of the U . S . and had 
already made an agreement with the 
British Government to supply the 
Fordson ’N’ . They were not inclined to 
re-tool with the war under-way and did 
not want much to do with Ferguson. A 
further setback occurred in 1941 with 
the departure of the Sherman brothers. 
Implement manufacture continued under 
a new company. Harry Ferguson Inc. 
with the dynamic Roger Kyes as 
marketing manager. Kyes’ approach to 
problems was well illustrated by the 
steel shortage in 1942. Production of 
tractors all but ceased in the latter part 
of the year and cash flow was slashed. 
Kyes exhorted dealers to send scrap 
tractors for smelting. persuaded his 
industrial friends to part with second- 
grade steel ingots and developed an 
austerity tractor, the 2N. Ferguson’s 
approach was to try some high level 
politicking including the President of the 
United States himself. Successfully, it 
musT oe added.

Ferguson continued to press 
for the manufacture of his equipment at 
the Dagenham plants but was 
continually rebuffed. He evenually 
wrote directly to Henry Ford stating that 
he wished to withdraw from that part of 
their ’Gentlemans Agreement’ covering 
the manufacture of Ferguson System 
tractors in the eastern hemisphere i .e.  
Dagenham. Henry Ford's private 
secretary, Frank Campsell, on seeing 
the letter was horrified. Fearing what 
reaction it would arouse it is believed 
that the letter was never shown to 
Henry Ford. It was placed in a drawer 
and le ft, possibly in the hope of 
maintaining the relationship.

In the early summer of 1943, 
as a result of growing interest In human 
nutrition and health, a conference was 
held at Hot Springs, Virginia. Ferguson 
saw this as a golden opportunity to 
expand interest in his philosophy or his 
'World Plan’ . He arranged a series of 
demonstrations at nearby Bethesda in 
Maryland at which he presented his 
'Plan’ as being integral to the 
development and progress of his 
'System’ . Ferguson saw poverty, 
inflation and nutrition as the key 
elements to overcome for all mankind 
and his System as the ’vehical’ to 
achieve it.

Trevor Knox, who had joined 
the Ferguson team in the early 1930s. 
was assigned the task of finding a 
manufacturer in the U . K . The 9N 
tractors had, by mid 1943, begun to 
make their mark on the British market. 
A chance meeting between an 
acquaintance of Trevor Knox and an 
advertising executive who handled the 
Standard Motor Company’s account led 
to the eventual production of the famous 
T . E. 20 at Coventry. War time 
restrictions were overcome by 
Ferguson’s extraordinary lobbying 
abilities; he even went as far as the then 
Chancellor. Sir Stafford Cripps and 
argued, successfully, that Ferguson

13
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equipment was needed not only for our 
farms but as a dollar earner as well. 
Sufficient dollars were allocated to build 
200 tractors a day including the 
puchase of 'Continental Z120’ engines 
from the U . S . and 3 million for 
implement parts. The first TE 20 
(Tractor England) machines came off 
the assembly line in the autumn of 
1946. Implements, including ploughs, 
were supplied by outside contractors 
such as Rubery Owen, a Midlands 
company.

The design of the post-war 
ploughs essentially reverted back to the 
pre-war 'B' type. The plough beams 
were of thicker section than the 
Sherman and differed from the ’B’ in 
having a concave face to part of their 
length giving, at first glance. an H 
section appearance. The headstock 
was similar to the B ' but minus the 
characteristic curved plate behind the 
top link pin. The brass 
patent/identification plate was located

on the headstock instead of on the 
brace beam as on all earlier ploughs. 
The coulter clamps were fixed to the 
beams as on the B ’ models and 
similarly the cross shafts were, once 
again, a separate assembly bolted to 
the side of the beams. Cross shaft 
movement to adjust front furrow width 
was as on the Ferguson/Sherman 
ploughs (see illustration). A key was 
set into the underside of the cross shaft 
to prevent side movement. The settings 
shown in the table are critical and this 
key helped to maintain the correct shaft 
location. The double arm disc coulters 
were virtually the same as on all earlier 
ploughs though, as with the Sherman 
models, the two small pins behind the 
coulter stems were absent. The furrow 
wheel was similar to the earlier types 
with the clevis arrangement to locate 
the spring against the lower pin and the 
top pin restricting upward movement.

A small L shaped piece was 
fitted below the top link pin, the pin 
stopper. to prevent rotation and

Cross Shaft Settings

This dimension “A ' applies to  the le ft side of 
the plough from the outside edge o f the 
plough beam to  the collar on the cross
shaft .

Ferguson AE28 types
Dimension for 8  Inch three fu rrow  p lo u g h ........................................................  5 .8 7 5 ’ (1 5 0  mm)
Dimension for 10 inch three furrow  plough . . . ; ........................................... 9 . 8 7 5 ' (2 4 0  mm)
Dimension for 10 inch three fu rrow  p lo u g h ..................................................... 5 . 5 '  (1 4 0  mm)
Dimension for 12 inch three fu rrow  p lo u g h ..................................................... 7 . 5 ’  (1 9 0  mm)
Dimension for 12 inch three fu rrow  p lo u g h ..................................................... 6 . 5 ’  (1 7 5  mm)
Dimension for 16 inch three fu rrow  p lo u g h .....................................................  8 . 8 7 5 ' (2 1 5  mm)
Ferguson/Sherman same as above w ith  addition o f 14 inch 2 bottom plow 3 . 5 '  (99  mm)
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consequent breakage of the retaining 
chains. Various accessories were 
developed for the British ploughs. 
Mouldboard extension plates and, 
later, single arm disc coulter, a third 
furrow conversion kit and a lever 
operated furrow width adjuster were 
introduced. Post War plough 
development, that had started in 1947 
as a standard 2 furrow 10” general 
purpose type, proceeded until by the 
1960s there was a choice of 5 bases

and 176 different builds. All these 
models were built around one basic 
frame apart from the disc plough and 
reversibles. Even these shared some 
common parts. The British ploughs 
were designated as shown in the 
following chart in three series. Firstly, 
from 1947 to 1956, secondly from 
1956 to 1958 and lastly all ploughs 
built after 1958. This last range was to 
set the pattern that continued until the 
mid 1960s.

Weight Price **

359 lb C47-10-0
364 lb £47-10-0
361 lb £47-10-0
398 lb £51-10-0
258 lb £38-00-0
540 lb £76-00-0
525 lb i r i r

533 lb ★  ★
560 lb
545 lb £84-00-0

448 lb £63-00-0
672 lb £88-00-0

a p p ro x .

Under the Ferguson name the conventional ploughs were identified thus;
Type AE 28 Description

AE28 10H 2 furrow 10" width general purpose base
AE28 10B 2 furrow 10” width semi-digger base
AE28 12B 2 furrow 12” width semi-digger base
AE28 12C 2 furrow 12" width Deep-digger base
AE28 16C 1 furrow 16" width Deep-digger base
AE28 3-8G 3 furrow 8" width Lea type base
AE28 3 -1OH 3 furrow 10" width general purpose base
AE28 3-10B 3 furrow 10" width semi-digger base
AE28 3-12B 3 furrow 12" width semi-digger base
TAE28 16C Single furrow reversible 16” width

Deep-digger base (bodies at 8 0 ’ angle)
2PAE20 2 furrow disc plough
3PAE20 3 furrow disc plough

*★  Prices denoted are for equipment supplied new in January 1952.

A third furrow conversion set was available for 10" width ploughs at a cost of (1952) 
£26-10-0 . Steel shares cost an extra 15 shillings each over cast iron. The 3-8G 
plough was supplied with a cast iron share. All other types had an option on cast 
iron, cast steel, or fabricated steel shares with the exception of the 12C and 16C 
ploughs which had steel shares only.
By the mid 1950’s when the company had merged with Massey Harris the 
conventional range was redesigned as:
FE93 mouldboard ploughs available with general purpose, ’H’ base 
FE93 mouldboard ploughs available with semi digger B ’ base 
FE93 mouldboard ploughs available with Digger 'N’ base 
FE94 mouldboard plough with Bar point 'Y' base -  12” only 
(with either disc coulters or large on-beam skim coulters)

Several new features were added to this range, i.e . Screw type, furrow width 
adjuster, greater clearance between bases, strengthened furrow wheel design, 
inverted U  strut from top link to mid beam on three furrow ploughs, improved single 
arm coulter design, simplified cross shaft clamp. The 8" Lea base had been 
discontinued.
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READERS LETTERS

Dear Sir
I was given your name and 

address by a friend Graham Charity of 
Market Deeping. I would like to join 
your Ferguson Club and receive your 
magazine.

Please find enclosed photo of 
my petrol/paraffin 'Fergy’ which I bought 
locally and appears to be fairly 
original. (t still has the dealers name on 
the side on the bonnet.

As you can see I have had the 
radiator re-cored, new plug leads and 
battery. The starter and starter 
solenoid have been restored, but she 
will not charge up at present so the 
dynamo and regulator will be looked at 
next. I want to replace the wiring, 
with new braided wire loom but I am 
experiencing trouble here.

My only attachment so far is 
an old but complete and working 
shovel. Everything will need eventual 
sand blasting and repainting.

I have odd front wheels and ! 
wonder which are the original, the plain 
or slotted? Also I will need new original 
tyres. Does anyone supply these at a 
reasonable price?

I hope to hear from you soon,
D r. Barry Jones

Ash Tree Cottage. 
Luddington-in-the-Brook 
Peterboroough,
Cambridgeshire.
PE8 5QU

★  ★  ★

ED. note: the 'shove!' is a Ferguson 
Earth Scoop. The 'slotted’ (scalloped) 
wheels were fitted to replace the earlier 
plain wheels. We are not quite sure 
when this was but very roughly TE20 
Continentals had plain (not scalloped) 
front and rear discs and later tractors 
had scalloped discs. Goodyear still 
make a suitable 4 .0 0 -1 9  front tyre 
with plain ribs. Single rib tyres should 
be fitted to very early TE20s but we do 
not know o f a source.

Published; Quarterly N9N-2N-8N
EWSLETTER

Cost: $17 U.S. Dollars (approx £9-10.00)
Gerard W. Rinaldi 

154 Blackwood Lane, 
Stamford, CT 06903 U.S.A,
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Dear S ir,
I am pleased to enclose draft for 
£10 .00  stg and at last some photos of 
my M . F . 25, taken turning straw with 
a P2 Haybob.

This tractor was purchased in early 
June 1962 to replace a Ferguson 20 
petrol destroyed by fire. It spent the 
first 12 years of its life doing orchard 
work -  mowing between the trees -  
spreading fertilizer and carting fru it. 
When E .E .C . competition and a hostile 
attitude by the Irish Government to fruit 
farmers brought about the end of large 
scale fruit farming at Silverspring, the 
M . F . 25 was switched over to ordinary 
agricultural w ork. In winter this was 
driving a corn rolling mill and yard 
scraping. Fertilizer spreading, rolling, 
harrowing and sowing sugar beet was 
the main spring w ork. Summer and 
autumn entailed buckraking silage. 
turning hay and straw, carting straw 
and sugar beet tops and gathering {with 
a buckrake) hedge cuttings for 
burning.

Obviously, now at twenty-five 
years of age the tractor is 'semi-retired’ 
and earmarked for a full restoration. At 
present most of our heavy work is done 
by two M .F .165S , and 
the rest by contractors.
However. for light work 
there is . in my opinion, 
nothing on the market 
today to beat the 
M . F . 25 for ease of 
driving and economy. It 
was on this tractor that I 
learnt to drive and 'back’ 
a trailer. Spare parts can 
be difficult, as the M . F . 
dealers no longer have 
any parts or books on the 
M .F .2 5 . The oil and fuel 
filters are as the M . F . 35 
3 c y l. However, getting

a gearbox (hydraulic) oil filter proved to 
be more difficult. Eventually I found one 
listed in a Crossland filters catalogue 
for the M .F .1 3 0 . This turned out to 
suit the M . F . 25 as well (Crossland 
no. 446).

As mentioned previously, use of the 
wrong grade of engine oil and neglect of 
the oil change caused many engine 
seizures in M . F . 25 tractors. This 
M .F .2 5  was no exception, suffering 
two seizures in the first 11 years of its 
life . After the first seizure a full 
overhaul was done but the second time 
only the crankshaft was re-ground and 
new bearings fitted. This was in 1973. 
When I left school later that year and 
commenced farm w ork, one of my 
duties was tractor maintenance and for 
the first time in its life the M .F .25  
received regular oil and filter changes. 
However, all the care in the world 
wasn’t going to undo the harm the 
previous seizure had done to the pistons 
and liners, which were left for reasons 
of economy in 1973. In 1977 I had a 
new set fitted. the crank and bearings 
being O .K . Since then it has run like 
the proverbial 'watch’ . So when it is 
finally retired. restoration will only be 
'cosmetic’ , i.e . cleaning and painting, 
lights, e tc .
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In conclusion. I know of only three 
more M . F . 25s in the Waterford, South 
Kilkenny, South Tipperary area. One 
is in use mowing the grounds of a 
factory. Of the other tw o . one is 
housed and not in use. the other thrown 
out and for sale at an astronomical 
price! I know of no M .F .130s either 
working or derelict.

Yours faithfully 
Christopher Spencer 
Silverspring 
Mooncorn,

Dear S ir,
Further to our telephone 

conversations, I would like to confirm 
that the last tractor to be built at 
Meltham left the assembly line on Friday 
11th March, 1988.

This tractor was a 1594 Hydra- 
shift 2WD Commemorative Edition. 
There may be a number of tractors 
waiting to be 'finished’ at Meltham, i . e . 
they require such items as lights, pick
up hitches. wheels e tc . , e tc .

There are no tractors being 
built on the assembly line. In April of 
this year the only comment Case-1. H . 
at Doncaster would make was “Tractor 
production at Meltham will be phased 
out during 1988” .

D . B . enthusiasts/customers 
were not permitted to see the final 
production run. I can only describe this 
attitude as very, very mean. Please 
feel free to quote from this letter in your 
journal.

With regard to the No. 1
Tractor and Plough, I shall be writing 
with full details in the very near future. 
Best Wishes.

Dear S ir,
Could you please give me full 

details of the availability of the first 
volume of the Ferguson Club Journal 
and the prices of the full se t. Also could 
you give details of club regalia and 
prices.

I have received Volume 2 No. 1 
and No. 2 and found them to be 
thoroughly enjoyable to read and hope 
that you go from strength to strength.

I hope to be able to write some 
articles and some pictures of my 
collection of Ferguson tractors and also 
on the availability on the models in 
question.

At the moment there is only 
one model of the TE20 available and I 
can supply these to anybody that 
requires one. They are £20 each plus 
post and packing £2.

There will be some limited 
edition variations due shortly including 
one on half tracks and one identical to 
the one that went to the South Pole with 
Sir Edmund Hillary. As I said before I 
will send some photos for inclusion in 
the magazine.

1 have also put an article in the 
Standard Motor Club magazine to 
inform our members of the existence of 
your club. So hopefully you will gain a 
few more members as a strong club is 
made up by as many members as 
possible.
Yours sincerely.
Dave Cousins 
Vanguard Technical Officer 
Standard Motor Club 
2 Leighton Road, Soulbury,
Leighton Buzzard, Beds. LU7 OBP

Leslie Hutchison 
Lakeside, Killymuck, 
Coagh, Co. Tyrone, 
N . Ireland.
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TRACTOR WORKSHOP MANUALS

To order a Workshop Manual for the TE-20. FE-35, MF-35 or 65 Tractors make out a 
cheque for £22.00 each payable to Massey-Ferguson and send to;

MF Sales Support D istribution Centre 
P.O. Box 503,
Leicester,
LE99 OAE

Quote your full name and address and the order reference number for the publication you 
require.

Order referance number Description Cost
A0118 TE-20 Tractor £22.00
A0218 FE35, MF35 & 35X Tractors £22.00
A0318 65 Tractor £22.00
A0418 MF135/148 Tractors £22.00
A0518 MF165/168 Tractors £22.00
A0618 MF185 Tractor £22.00
A0718 MF188 Tractor £22.00

Cost Includes postage and packing in the U.K.

THE OLD TWENTY PARTS COMPANY
Spare parts for most Tractors

Ferguson and Ford-Ferguson parts, many original 
Most other makes 1920 to date 

Send stamped addressed envelope for complete list 
Send for list of rallies we attend 

43 The Wharf, Shardlow. Near Derby, DE7 2HG 
Telephone; Derby (0332) 792994 (home) (0332) 792698 (office)
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IMPLEMENT REVIEW
An occasional series taking a look a t modern implements suitable for use with TE20's o r 9N ’s e tc .

The TEAM’ 300 70 gallon mounted 
sprayer, with 18 foot boom

While many of us use Ferguson 
implements today for farm and 
hortrculturai use there is no doubt that 
many modern designs are a great 
improvement and do not have 
'servicability' problems associated with 
old equipment.

In selecting implements for 
Ferguson I believe they should display 
certain characteristics -  not necessarily 
in the following order:

a)

b)

c)
d)
e)

Compatability in terms of size, 
weight and power required.
Should not require modifications to 
tractor or Implement.
Should be safe in use and fitting. 
Should be simple in design.
Should be cost effective.

controls allow selection of either left, 
right or centre boom in any 
combination. The on-off switch 
controls all output and a pressure 
regulator and guage allows pressure 
variations. The machine shown is fitted 
with a roller-vane pump which is 
satisfactory although I prefer a 
diaphram type if much work is 
contemplated. Both are available at the 
same price.

The TEAM’300 small sprayer 
scores quite well on most of these 
requirements and thus deserves a 
mention. It Is of ideal size for a TE and 
fits easily on the linkage with only 
stabiliser bars added. When the tank is 
full and on sloping ground front wheel 
weights are an advantage. T+ie

An excellent feature is the 
boom 'break-back' which not only 
protects it against obstruction but 
works both ways and is thus ideal in 
confined spaces. One aspect on the 
test we did not like was that the boom 
selector taps failed to give a complete 
cut off at times. Whether this is a 
design fault or specific to this one 
machine I do not yet know.

With TE20’s not having position 
control, boom height must be regulated 
by manual adjustment. Two nuts are 
slacked off to achieve this, the boom 
being slid up or down the rear frame. 
Regrettably, the Ferguson spanner 
does not fit the nuts!
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The sight guage for tank 
contents is easy to read and there is a 
drain to allow tank flushing. An 
excellent filter basket prevents debris 
from entering the tank and a line-filter 
strains the circulating fluid. Boom 
folding is simple and easy.

All in all the TEAM’ 300 70 
gallon sprayer is worthy of 
consideration for those who need a 
small light-weight 18’ sprayer.

Cost for models 300 6 metres 
(18’) boom E650 ex works from:
Team Sprayers Ltd. ,
Unwins Industrial Estate.
Rickwillow Road, E ly, Cambs.
Tel: (0353)61211-2
(Note: Next we hope to review a small 
back-acter for the TE. If any 
commercial farmers have other new 
type machines they think worthy of a 
review, please write in).

Luddington Machinery
offe rs-

Complete Ferguson and Fordson 
tractors and spares.

‘As is’ prices for Ford-Ferg., 
TE20,35,135,65 etc

No order too small 
Phone for all requirements 

Open 7 days 
Nation-wide delivery 

and postal service 
TeL Qiris on 

Glasebury 04974 7748

FREE CATALOG
Ford, Ford/Ferguson, Ferguson Tractors Parts. 

North American Production Only.
New, Rebuilt & Used Tractor Parts 

Many other makes & models are available, including 
many before 1940.

C EI\ITR /IL
TRACTO R FARIUA

FAM ILY
CEIYTER

For Quotation: 
TELEX:'439089 
FAX: 515/266-2952 
or Write Main Office 
1515 E. Euclid Ave. 
P.O. Box 3330 
Des Moines. Iowa 
50316-0330
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775 Mower (new type) £60 Good
775 Mower (old type) £25 Fair

FROM Buckrake, missing parts £32 Fair
Post hole borer (2 augers) £118 Fair

THE Ferguson trailer (modified) 
Ferguson pickup hitch

£425 Fair

AREAS (without hook)
M.F.  135 rear wings

£20
£65

Good
Average

Ferguson Hammer Mill £20 Good

T.E .F .20  No.452585: average, half w/orn 
unmatched rears, good battery, P.U.  
hitch. 1 3 /8 ’ P . T . O . ,  16" fronts 3 /4

A Day out promoting The Ferguson one early and one late front axle -
Club ^^510

One of the arts of promotion 
seems to be to get it for nothing and 
enjoy yourself at the same time! 
Obviously a free mention on T . V . or In 
the press is fine but not so easily come 
by. One way to publicity however, is 
to go to farm sales. especially if 
Ferguson equipment is included.

You require keen ears and 
eyes and pockets full of sub. forms, 
badges and the odd poster or t w o . Just 
stand around, listen and watch and 
potential 'Ferguson Club’ members will 
soon be apparent. Most are only too 
happy to talk ‘Fergies’ but do not 
distract them from their reason for being 
there! Application forms soon disappear 
and you may sell the odd badge to a 
new member.

At a recent sale in Wales I 
'dished' out well over 20 forms and if 
only 1 or 2 join it is well worth the 
effort. Please note the condition and 
price of Ferguson equipment if you can 
do so.

M . F . 65 Mk. II Poor but good tyres -  £850

All in all it was a good day out 
and is an enjoyable and instructive way 
to promote our Club. We would 
welcome reports from other members. 
Good photographs at such events 
always welcome -  preferably black and 
white.

A BIT 
FROM 

CUMBRIA

The following were realised:-

Earth Scoop £20 Good
Trailed discs £17 Poor
Mounted discs £32 Fair
Spring-loaded tiller £35 Fair
732 Mower (new type) £70 Fair
732 Mower (old type) £15 Poor

The rally season is well under way once 
again and the rewards for last winter’s 
efforts are coming in. Many of us, I 
know, spend the winter repairing, 
painting or restoring something. Now 
the shows have started, it's a great 
feeling of "pride" we get from displaying 
our exhibits.
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Mr. John Dorrell’s beautifully restored 35
One of the earlier rally’s in my area is at 
a place called Warwick Bridge near 
Carlisle. After spending the past five 
months repairing and restoring my 
Fergie (1947 Continental) and 
McCormick trailer mower I am just 
about ready for the show.
A 5 a . m . s ta rt, one-hundred cows 
milked and an hour-and-a-ha!f drive 
away from home, by means of my 
Fergie, brings me to a 10.15 a.m.  
arrival at Warwick Bridge. There is an 
excellent turn out of tractors and over 
fifteen entries in this section are grey 
Fergusons!! The models vary from a 
1938 Ferguson Brown, originally from 
near my home at Plumpton.
There is also an interesting Ford 
Ferguson dated at 1941 with a P3 
conversion done around 1950 -  a very 
good tractor. Other models vary in age 
with m^ own at 1947 right through to a 
1955 TO-35 and a 1957 FE-35. All 
tractors shown were in running order 
and restored.

Photography by G. Field

One of the Fergies entered belongs to a 
present member. M r. C . Davidson. 
from the Carlisle area.
So far we’ve had a nice day but parade 
time is nearing and so are the thunder 
clouds!! Every exhibitor receives a 
plaque for being there kind compliments 
of the Hethersgill Vintage Club. 
Ferguson's didn’t win this time, but 
weren’t far behind. A Fordson won this 
year.
The thunder storm has started and the 
show comes to a sudden finish. It’s 
going to be a long drive home in the 
pouring rain and hail storms. I wish I’d 
put the cab on now. Never mind I got a 
second prize with the mower.

A very enjoyable day out.

f^ m A
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Coolant Capacities of some Ferguson & 
MF tractors

Before adding anti-freeze to an 
engine system the capacity of the 
system needs to be known so that the 
correct amount of concentrate is 
mixed with water to give adequate 
protection against frost. A third (33%) 
ratio of antifreeze to water is usually 
adequate in mild winters but if machines 
are left out at night in exposed areas or 
where wind chill is a problem that can 
increase the severity of frost, then up 
to half (50%) solution should be 
considered. It is usually better to add 
anti-freeze to an engine than to drain 
the system after use because, quite 
apart from the convenience factor, the 
anti corrosion properties of modern 
anitfreezes are good and draining 
systems can leave pockets of water 
trapped in certain areas of the system 
which, under severe conditions, may 
cause damage. Also where machines 
stand idle for long periods over winter 
such as vintage tractors, it is better to 
have the water pump seals and glands 
wet to avoid drying out and some 
damage possibly happening when the 
engine is run again, plus the 
aforementioned advantage of corrosion 
control. All seals. hoses and 
connections should be tight and in good 
condition as well as having a radiator In 
good condition. Below are some 
capacities of tractors that are of 
interest to Ferguson Club members.

Ferguson-Brown Model'A’ approx. 4 Imp. galls. 
Ford/Ferguson (9N.9NAN.2N) approx. 
3imp. galls. or 14 U . S . quarts.
Ferguson TE20 (Continental) 20 pints (1 1 .3litres) 
Ferguson TEA 20 (Standard) 15 pints (8 .5  litres) 
Ferguson TED 20 tvo (Standard) 15 pints (8 .5  
litres)
Ferguson TEH 20 lamp oil (Standard) 17 pints (9 .7  
litres)
Ferguson TEF 20 Diesel 15 pints (8 .5  litres) 
Ferguson T020 & T030 (Continental) bo:th 2 .5  
U . S . galls.
Ferguson FE35 (4cyl.23C  Standard) 15 pints (8 .5  
litres){2.25 U . S . galls.)
Ferguson FE35 Petrol/TVO (Standard) 15 pints 
(8 .5  litres)
Massey Ferguson 35 and 35X (Perkins 3 cy l.) 18 
pints (10.23 litres) (2 .7 5  U . S . galls.)
Massey Ferguson 65 MK.1 (Perkins 192 cu .in .) 
20 pints (11 .3 6  litres)
Massey Ferguson 65 M K.11 (Perkins 203 cu .in .) 
20 pints (11 .36  litres)
Massey Harris Ferguson 50 (Continential Z134)
2 .5  U . S . galls.
Ferguson F40 (Continential Z134) 2 .5  U . S . galls. 
Massey Harris 50 (Continential Z134) 2 .5
U . S . galls.
Ferguson T 035** (Continential Z134) 2 .5
U .S . galls.
MF Super 90 with Continental E242 cu.in. 
Gasoline/L.P.G. engine (EB242) Coolant 
Capacity 4 .7 5  U . S . galls.
MF Super 90 with Perkins A4-3CK) Diesel Coolant 
capacity also 4 .7 5  U . S . galls.
Massey Harris Ferguson 202/204 WorkBull 
(Continental Z134) 2 .5  U . S . galls.

Massey Ferguson 203X/205X U . K . Industrial 
(Perkins 3 cy l.) 18 pints (10 .2 3  litres)
(One U .S . gallon is approximately to 4 /5  of one 
British Imperial gallon).
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The following paragraphs and 
tables are extracted from the original 
Ferguson TE20 service/workshop 
manual. section D . cooling system, 
pages D9 and D10 and are included for 
information and interest.
**(Note. The Ferguson T035 could 
also be fitted with Standard 23C Diesel 
engine or the Perkins A3-152 engine as 
well as the more common Continential 
Z134 petrol unit, in the United States 
application).
Note: The use of soft water to refill 
radiator and cooling system will reduce 
the formation of fur and scale due to 
mineral deposits.

PRECAUTIONS AGAINST FREEZING

Water in the cooling system 
should be drained if atmospheric 
conditions are such that any possibility 
of freezing is suspected, e .g .  when 
the tractor is left standing in the open 
over-night.

However, if anti-freeze 
solution is used, it is essential that the 
correct proportion is introduced to

provide a reasonable margin of safety 
against an unsuspected degree of frost 
while at the same time ensuring 
satisfactory coolant circulation 
immediately from a cold sta rt.

The following data is based on 
information supplied by the makers of a 
well-known anti-freeze solution:- 
"When considering frost protection at 
very low temperatures, it is necessary 
to decide whether it is desired to 
prevent damage caused by the 
expansion of the coolant when it 
solidifies, or whether in addition to this 
protection it is desired to ensure 
satisfactory circulation of the coolant 
immediately from a cold sta rt. The 
need for this differentiation lies in the 
fact that a mixture of anti-freeze 
solution and water, when cooled, does 
not give a sharply defined freezing point 
but has a freezing range, i .e.  when 
the tempeerature which is termed the 
freezing point is reached, crystals 
commence to deposit, but the solution 
does not become completely solid, and 
as the temperature is further lowered 
the concentration of crystals increases 
until ultimately a temperature is reached 
at which the whole mass solidifies. ’

DEFINITION OF MAXIMUM SAFE LIMIT

By Volume. Formation of minute crystals. Slightly Mushy. Hard Mush.
Percentage. Deg. of Frost Fahr. Deg. of Frost F . Deg. of Frost F .

10 5% (-3 *0 .) 1 0 (-5 V C .) 14 (-8 *0 .)
15 1 0 (-5 V C .) 16 (-9 *0 .) 25 (-14*0 .)
20 1 5 ^(1 8 V C .) 23 (-1 2 V C .) 39 (-21 V C .)
25 22 (-1 2 'C .) 32 (-1 7 V C .) 5 5 (-3 0 V C .)
30 28^ (-16*C .) 39 (-21 V C .) 71 (-3 9 V C .)

Flows freely, safe for driving. Incapable of flowing, but unlikely to crack the radiator
or cylinder block.
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FOR SALE
FERGUSON Earth Scoop and M . F . 35 belt pully. 0427-752858 
FERGUSON Belt Pulley for TE20£30 .00  o . n . o .  040-488-215 (Devon)
MASSEY HARRIS 44K Ro>w Crop Tractor -  unrestored, excellent running order, 
original reg . (on Swansea) O ffers. 0946-830522 (Cumbria)
CONTiNENTlAL Z120 for parts 0946-830522 (Cumbria)
FERGUSON TEF20 gearbox assembly c /w  bell housing, steering, dash, air 
cleaner. (Gear lever not sloppy) £70 .00  o . n . o .  TE20 back axle assembly c/w  
lift cover £ 3 0 .00  o . n . o . Phone 0922-683643 (Nr. Walsall)
FERGUSON 1952 TED20 T . V . O .  inc. roll bar. Rear Mower 5A-EE-B20 inc. 
knives and instruction book. Belt pulley, workshop manual and photocopies of 
operator manual. Used for haymaking 1979-83. Terry Organ, Gainsborough 
(0427) 788629
FERGUSON 1954 TED20 T . V . O .  fully restored and excellent running order with 
belt pulley, new ty res , reg. no. ESU 542 -  ready for work or show. L . G . Peyto 
0322 51545

FOR TRADE
Sales Literature and manuals on US Ferguson and Massey Ferguson Tractors from 
1950’s -  1970’s. I would like to Trade for British or European Literature and 
manuals on the Fergusons and Massey Fergusons. Contact Keith Oltragge. Box 
529, Denver Iowa 50622 USA.

WANTED
Hydraulic rams for early axle mounted Ferguson Loader. Roger Taylor. 1 
Concrete Cottage, Old Bullcoer, Newbury, Berks.
Ferguson Manure Spreader or information on location of same. G. Field -  0584- 
810871
Ferguson trailers:- Must be in good original condition. Particularly interested to 
know whereabouts of pre-pickup hitch trailers including U . S . made types. 0584- 
810871
Fore loader for TED20 -  0763-838325 (Essex)
For Ferguson 'A' -  manufacturers plate and plough for ’A’ . Gilbert Patterson, 069- 
37-62833 (Northern Ireland)
Ferguson Saw Bench -  Ferguson Trailer wheel (12 stud). Stuart Ogden 0529- 
60094 (Sleaford Lines)
For Ferguson-Brown:- 4 gudgeon pins or possibly 4 new standard size pistons. 
A . E . Jenkins 0267-236895 (Wales)
For M-F 35, a loader, transport box and chain h^-rrows. B. Morgan 0743-77- 
264 (Shropshire)
Early non scalloped discs, rims and tyes for TE20. 0946-830522
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MEMBERS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
George Field 
Bath House 
Sutton
Tenbury Wells 
Worcestershire 
Tel: 0584-810871

John Baber 
130 Old Road 
Bromyard 
Herefordshire 
Tel: 0885-82369

AREA REPRESENTATIVES

Gerald Richardson 
Church Farm 
Renault 
Monmouth 
Tel: 0600-4751

Mr. G . Little. 126 Lismore Road. 
Ballgawley, Co. Tyrone. N. Ireland.
Tel: 066 253235
M r. Frank Hunter. Low Street Cottage. 
Plumpton. Penrith. Cumbria.
Tel: Rumpton 276
Mr. Roger Thulbourne, 2 Queen's Close. 
Wereham. Kings Lynn. Norfolk.
Tel: 0366 500218
M r. Robert Cross. 40 Dycote Lane. 
Welbourne. Lincoln.
Tel: 0400 72796

M r. Harry Jeffrey. 46 Bicovey Road. 
Par. Cornwall.
Tel: 072 6814076
M r. Gerald Richardson. Church Farm. 
Renault. Monmouth 
Tel: 0600 4751
Mr. H. Bass, 21 MaldonRoad, Great 
Totham. Maldon. Essex.
Tel: 0621 89252
M r. A . Hall. Priory Bungalow.
Hildenborough, Tonbridge, Kent.
Tel: 0732 463292

The principal objective of the Club is to promote interest in the late Harry Ferguson, his 
designs for the mechanisation of agriculture and in particular The Ferguson System’ .
The Club covers the Ferguson A (Ferguson Brown). Ford-Ferguson 2N and 9N (also the 
8N). Ferguson TE20. T020, TO30. U.S.  arxl U.K.  implements also, by agreement, 
with Massey Ferguson the MF35 and MF65. In addition. for the U . K . Massey Harris.

General Information
Club Fees are £10 per annum (UK) from 1st November annually, overseas upon 
application.
Members will receive three journals. three newsletters and other benefits. (Any person 
joining within a current year will still pay £10 but will receive back issues of that years 
journals etc.).
Receipts for subscriptions will not be provided unless specifically requested. A membership 
card will be forwarded with the next journal/newsletter after joining.

National Vintage Tractor & Engine Club
The Club is affiliated to the NVT & EC and supports their Safety Code and other guide lines. 
Please contact: The Secretary -  D. Beeby, ’Fairvlew’ , Church Road, Bickenstaff. 
Ormskirk. Lancs. Tel: (0696)22219

The Ferguson CIU>. the officers thereof and Massey Ferguson (UK) Ltd . , accept no respaisibility 
for any failiM-e or misrepresentation o f articles or other statements in this Journal. Copyright 
remains that o f  the Ferguson Club and contributors.
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'Enthusiasts interested in preservation and restoration in connection 
with probably the greatest revolution in agricultural engineering’
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